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Making the Right Choice
Major appliances today do more with less energy than models manufactured even a
decade ago. Often, when you replace your old equipment, you get the benefits of up-to-
the-minute features, plus a lower monthly utility bill. In fact, some of our customers find
that their energy savings actually pays for the cost of buying the new appliance.

When you buy a major appliance, you expect to live with your decision for years to
come. You can expect the refrigerator you buy today to still keep food cold 20 years
from now. But, did you realize that, over its lifetime, you'll spend more operating your
refrigerator than you did buying it in the first place?

The same is true for your dishwasher, range and oven, washer, dryer, and microwave
oven. So, it makes sense to consider features that will make your purchase as smart over
the long haul as the day you make it.

At PG&E, we don't want you to spend any more than you have to - now or later. That's
why we've prepared this easy-to-read guide. It contains energy-saving information you'll
want to know when you're making your selection (in the section titled "Choosing") and
again when your appliance has been installed (in the section titled "Using").



We hope you find this helpful when you're shopping for an appliance and again when
you're using your new purchase at home. Remember, PG&E also has a Smarter Energy
Line available to you with loads of free information to help you lower your monthly
energy bill. Even the call is free: 1 800 933-9555.

Evaluating the Latest Technology
Manufacturers are designing appliances to be smarter and more energy efficient than ever
before. Today's appliances save both time and energy.

The latest energy-saving features may cost a little more at first, but they frequently result
in significant savings over the life of the appliance. In fact, once you've made up the
difference in the purchase price with lower utility bills, you keep right on saving - month
after month, year after year.

Depending on the age and operating features of some of your existing appliances, the
cost-saving potential may actually justify buying a new appliance sooner than is
absolutely necessary.



The Kitchen

Refrigerators
Next to a heater and/or central air conditioner, the refrigerator uses more energy than any
other single household appliance. Fortunately, the new models are as much as 50% more
energy efficient than they were just a decade ago! Comparing a 10-year-old 19 cubic foot
refrigerator with an energy-efficient 19-cubic-footer will save you more than $2,200 in
energy costs over the next 20 years.

Choosing
The most energy-efficient design puts the freezer on top. Side-by-side models may be
more convenient, but they add about 5-7% in energy use and up to 15% more for side-
by-side with icemaker and water in the door.

Icemakers and water dispensers provide convenience by reducing the need to open the
door, thus helping to maintain a more constant temperature, but at the same time use
more energy.
Choose a cool location away from direct sunlight, dishwasher or range and leave enough
room for air to circulate around the condenser coils behind or under the unit.

Using
A full refrigerator uses less energy than an empty one.

Contact a garbage collection service to remove your old refrigerator. Keeping it as a
spare increases your energy usage and cancels the energy-savings you get from its
replacement.

Dishwashers
Today's dishwashers actually use less energy and water than hand washing. So, don't do
both – new models make pre-washing unnecessary.

Choosing
A booster heater achieves the extra-hot temperatures needed for washing dishes without
overheating the rest of your household water.



Features such as air drying and different operating cycles may save you up to 30% in
energy and 40% in water.

Using
Run only full loads and stack contents as directed by the manufacturer.

Use light-wash settings for lightly soiled loads.

Presoak heavily soiled items before washing.

Ranges & Ovens
Most professional chefs and many every day cooks prefer the control they get from
natural gas cooking. Newer equipment uses electric ignition instead of pilot lights to save
as much as $40 a year over older models. Replacing an obsolete electric range with a
new gas model can cut the cost of cooking in half. However, since ranges and ovens
don't carry EnergyGuideTM tags, you'll need to be aware of what features to look for.

Choosing
A combination of large and small burners lets you match the size of the heating elements
to the pan you’re using.

An oven window lets you check what you’re cooking without opening the door.

The added insulation of self-cleaning ovens makes them more energy efficient, even
when you’re not using the feature itself.

Convection units in combination with conventional ovens cook faster at lower
temperatures.

Electronic or programmable models with timers can turn your oven on automatically
when you’re away from home.

Using
Minimize or eliminate preheating.

Reduce heat loss by keeping the oven door closed. Watch cooking items as much as
possible through your oven window.

Cook several dishes simultaneously for a one-oven meal.

Cook more efficiently - with lids, whenever possible; minimize liquids; and turn off the
heating element ahead of time to take advantage of heat already in the pan.

If you use the oven’s self-cleaning cycle, turn on immediately after cooking to take
advantage of accumulated heat.



Microwave Ovens
While microwave ovens are unlikely to replace traditional cooking methods, they are
ideal for vegetables, popcorn, defrosting and reheating. Whenever you can cook in a
microwave instead of a conventional oven, you save. Tests show that expanding your use
of your microwave oven can reduce overall cooking costs by more than 20 percent.

Choosing
Browning, defrost and temperature probe features make your microwave more versatile.

Smaller units may use less energy and now come in high-power capacities, so you don’t
need to buy a larger sized unit than you need.

Combining microwave with convection cooking capability browns food better than a
microwave oven alone.

Using
Use smaller rather than larger portions or quantities of food.

Use microwave-safe containers and cookware neither too big nor too small for their
contents.



The Laundry

Dryers
Compared to an electric dryer, a new gas model costs less than half as much to operate.
And as of May 1994, gas dryers cannot have a constant-burning pilot light, in favor of an
instant electronic ignition.

Choosing
A moisture-sensor enables the dryer to turn itself off as soon as drying is complete.

A cool-down or extra fluff cycle allows fabrics to “relax” without heat at the end of the
cycle, requiring less ironing.

Large, extra-large and super-capacity models are available to meet your laundering
needs.

Using
Sort loads to dry and heavy articles separately.

Line dry whenever possible, using the dryer for a few minutes, as necessary, to soften
line-dried clothes.

Dry full loads, but don’t overload.

Make sure to vent your dryer properly and keep the exhaust clean and obstruction-free.

Washers
Front-loading tumble-action washers can cut energy use by up to 70 percent! Plus, they'll
save you more than $850 in water and detergent over the life of the machine. Best of all,
independent studies show they may actually get clothes cleaner with a gentler tumbling
action.

Choosing
Adjustable water level and temperature settings let you match water usage to each load.

High-speed spin cycles extract more water for shorter drying cycles.



Using
Use hot-water setting only for very dirty loads or when sanitizing is required. Cold-water
detergents reduce the need for water and get clothes just as clean as warmer
temperatures.

Pretreat stains and soak heavily soiled items before washing.

Clean the lint filter after each load.

Special Rebate Offers
PG&E frequently offers rebate programs to help make choosing energy efficiency more
affordable. Call our Smarter Energy Line at 1 800 933-9555 to find out if you qualify.

Adding gas service to an all-electric home may be easier than you think. By first
contacting PG&E Customer Service (1 800 743-5000), you can arrange for a free site
visit and an estimate by the Service Planning

Are You Due for the New?
Your decision to buy a new major appliance can affect your dollar savings for a long time
to come. Here is the average life expectancy for many household appliances.

APPLIANCE AVERAGE LIFE EXPECTANCY
(YEARS)

Refrigerator 20
Dishwasher 11
Dryer, electric 18
Dryer, gas 18
Freezer 16
Microwave 10
Range, free-standing electric 20
Range, free-standing gas 20
Range, built-in electric 20
Range, built-in gas 20
Washer, automatic 20
Water Heater, electric 15
Water Heater, gas 15



The Energy Guide Label
The Energy Guide Label Can Help When Shopping
Except for ovens and ranges, all major appliances come with Energy Guide labels to help
you compare the models and brands you're considering. Estimates of energy use are made
under laboratory conditions and are based on U.S. Department of Energy statistics.

You can use the estimates to calculate what a particular appliance is likely to cost to
operate in your home over the life of the appliance.




